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Allow me first, to express my deepest gratitude to tu-ilmenau University for allowing 
me to take part in the selection process. I am …..., a fresh graduate from ….... 
Herewith, I would like to request your kind permission as to request a review and 
further assessment for myself to be considered as a student for a Master’s degree in. 
Kindly allow me to briefly elaborate the reasoning of my request. We now live in a 
world where people have completely been dependant upon technology. Today the 
first thing that a child is getting into is technology. For example, don't we see children 
playing with I pad's, phones and computers everywhere? It has become one of the 
necessities of people. This is how I started developing my interest in electronics and 
the new tecknics  more and more. I have always been very keen when it comes to 
technical attitude. Be it school, college or university, I have always been passionate 
about exploring this side of education. I have a firm determination to work hard and 
achieve the goals that I have aimed in my life. This is the area of life that I have 
chosen to be and I want to see myself very successful there. Moreover, I want to 
enjoy the life that being an engineer brings. It was once dreamed that an airplane can 
be made but today we fly in it. I want to be one of that revolutionist. These are the 
few reasons, which have compelled me to be part of this beautiful world.  
Currently I have done my B.E in Electronics engineering and Mechanical engineering 
from……..University and now I am writing to express my interest in applying for the 
master program of Electronics at the tu-ilmenau Uni . This will help me enormously in 
building my understanding and knowledge towards electronics -Computer Teckniks . 
It is definitely going to be a step ahead towards my goals. Regarding my B.E in 
Electronics engineering engineering and Mechanical engineering. As promised about 
being determinative, I kept my determination at its best and have successfully 
achieved greater results. This can be proved with my academic result sheet. I was 
one of the top students . During the Bachelors I have taken part in numerous events 
like Project competitions, workshops and seminars. Further, on many occasions, I 
have served as a volunteer in these events and I have also been an organizer for the 
career counselling session held at our university campus.  
I expect that this master program provides me chance to get to know with 
Electronical systems and affiliates me to the industries, which are living examples of 
the art of daily life. I hope that I can gain more experience in dealing with situations, 
people, systems, demands that will be of a great help to me for my future career. 
Studying at your multicultural university enables me to improve my interpersonal 
talents. I would be learning in one of the best universities in Europe. Besides, I will 
have the opportunity to develop myself in an international environment giving me the 
privilege to meet new people with different points of view 
Lastly, allow me to express that I do strongly believe that I deserve to be in the list of 
master degree student from this respectful institution to continue my study in 
Germany. I will be patiently waiting for a positive reply. Please accept my deepest 
appreciation and gratitude to your further assessment and consideration. 
 
Yours Sincerely  

 



 

 

 


